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ANZL’s closing submission whose joint authors being Mr James Gardner-Hopkins and Mr Ezekiel 
Hudspith (48 pages long). 
 
 
1. A closing submission that contains a lot of acoustical analysis and opinions relating to engine 
testing noise and opinions / statements concerning ground run up enclosure (GRE) technology,  
effectiveness and development. 
 

a. Some of these statements / opinions will be in essence for ANZL, having not engaged 
their own acoustic expert in the process, a presentation of new evidence and as such no 
opportunity to cross examine, neither to rebut.  We also note there is now a further claim 
by ANZL [pg 10 para 3.1 (d.)] that they have engaged their own independent acoustic 
advisory?  

b. Likewise the joint authors appear to embark on acoustical analysis and opinion and make 
claims with respect to the technology, development and effectiveness of GREs. We have 
not seen any credentials, statements of expertise or training that would credit Mr 
Gardner-Hopkins or Mr Hudspith with these areas of endeavour.  
This seems to us to be outside the Hearings process, we respectfully recommend all 
statements/ opinions not actually referenced or previously evidenced be rejected as 
Judge Hassan has already alluded to in Minutes from the Panel. 

 
2. We are concerned that ANZL counsel has taken to making incorrect statements on the 
Residents submitter group’s position [page 4. para 1.2 (i.)] with regards to an agreement with the 
ANZL / CIAL supported “measures”. Please refer to our closing submissions and our overview given 
today for clarification and support of our position.   
We have at no stage unilaterally accepted the Marshall Day acoustics Ldn(7day) dB noise metric.  Our 
position and that of our acoustics expert Prof JP Clarke at the expert evidence testing 
conference(hot tubing & caucusing) 24 May 2016 was that we were open to negotiating but 
required further modelling results and data from MDA to verify what this new course of direction 
would actually present on the ground and Prof Clarke voiced some further provisos.  These provisos 
were never satisfied. We protest ANZL counsel’s statement in 1.2 (i) of their submission that we 
“agreed to these measures”;  bear in mind that caucusing discussions were not transcripted neither 
was the Panel present and were strictly on a ‘without prejudice’ basis Re Ms Appleyard confirms… 
[transcript - Reconvened Hearing Airport Engine Testing Conditions 24-5-2016] page 1516 # 5. 
 
 
3. We have grave concerns with the absurdity of some of what appear to be ANZL counsel's 

legal 'directions' to the Panel on issues that show once again a clear disrespect for the residential 

layperson submitter and undermines the Residents Submitter Group's level of effort, input and 

adaptability to assist with the achievement of a reasonable Plan out come. 

Our so called agreement to "proceed" [pg 30 Para 5.1(b)] seems to have now taken the most absurd 
turn, developing into a conclusive position that the Resident submitters' are somehow locked into 
according to ANZL's counsel. Support for their rather repetitive postulations on our supposed 
“resiled” position seems to be based on unfairness and unreasonableness? 
Refer their submitted points: 
2.1 (i) "fair process and natural justice" 
4.7 "as a matter of fairness" 
5.2 "unfair, inappropriate and unreasonable" 
5.3 (d) "an abuse of process, and breach of natural justice" 
5.16 (f) "contrary to fair process" 
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All these statements seem to be based on the Residents' and their expert acoustic witness's reaction 
to a CIAL document followed by a CCC's one pager tabled at the 24 May 2016 meeting. 
To which we had no reasonable service (most of the residential submitters didn't even know the 
documents existed...to which the Panel did thankfully instruct Ms Appleyard to withdraw [transcript 
- Reconvened Hearing Airport Engine Testing Conditions 24-5-2016]  page1468 #5 & 15 “not 
considered” and page 1500 #5 “shut down” and also Judge Hassan’s not-binding allowance to Mr 
Lawry directly page 1513 #15 and pg 1524 #30-45] , there was no time to consult with expert 
witnesses let alone legal advisories, and proceedings were on a ‘without prejudice’ basis as quoted 
by Ms Appleyard in the caucusing session Not transcipted but direction confirmed by Ms Appleyard 
in page 1516 # 5. 
The residents' reaction was, as Mr Dave Lawry stresses, one of trying to negotiate and to be 
reasonable.  
The residents do not believe they had conclusively agreed to anything specific at that meeting 
except to proceed with discussions. The meeting agenda was indeed actually for the testing of 
expert evidence (hot tubing). 
How could any submitter be reasonably expected to make immediate conclusive decisions on 
material they hadn't even seen? That would be unfair. 
And if the submitter group had indeed agreed, then why would there be need for the further 
mediation scheduled (15 June 2016) to try and reach agreement? 
Fortunately ANZL counsel is able to site recordings of our actual input to the 'further mediated' 
position [para 5.16(f)] to which we did now have 'a reasonable' time frame to consider the fullness 
of the random material tabled during the ‘swerve’ of events at the 24 May 2016 meeting and have 
opportunity to review what WAS actually agreed upon by acoustic experts WITHOUT their clients 
present. 
 
Also telling is the complete lack of any substantive negotiating input ever coming from the ANZL 
party as a submitter...we just seem to hear meeting after meeting that their counsel’s position is: 
they simple support and agree with CIAL and adopt all that Mr Day will say. 
  
 ANZL counsel's postulation of being bereft of a fair and natural justice process is absurd to say the 
least under these circumstances. 
 
4. We are also concerned at the number of leading statements ANZL counsel makes concerning 
our expert witness’s position which are incorrect in the light of Hearing evidence and agreements. 
 
 We provide some samples to show our point but rely on referencing of evidence in our 
closing submissions to counter these evidentially: 

a. Pg 2, Para 1.2 (c.) – Claims an Ldn agreement: yet they say Prof Clarke requires an LAeq (1hr) 
metric, which is of course true but is not an Ldn metric…so they don’t agree.   
We have fully referenced Prof Clarke debunking of Ldn 7day and his preference for Laeq and 
equally Dr Chile’s continued support for Laeq in our closing submissions. 
 

b. Pg 3,Para 1.2(f.) – GRE not viable for CIA. …accepted by experts…totally untrue: Prof Clarke 
(our expert) recommends that:”GRE’s are an effective means of mitigating the noise that is 
produce during ground engine testing, ie mitigating the noise at source. Any statement to 
the contrary is either ill-informed or disingenuous.” [Evidence in chief 16Feb16 pg 5,para 21.]  
He was particular clear in his support for GREs under examination by the Panel members 
Judge Hassan, Mr Daysh and Ms Dawson all evidenced and referenced in our closing. 
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Pg 3, Para 1.2 (g.) – The acoustic experts accept that Insulating…is appropriate: intimating that it is 

their position that it is a more effective and direct solution than GRE: This is not Prof Clarke’s 

position [Page 7, point 33 of Rebuttal evidence of John-Paul Clarke 25-2-2016] During his last video 

conferencing Prof Clarke was also clear on this local understanding of our unique kiwi value of 

outdoor barbeque amenity (not transcirpted). 

Nor is it Dr Chile’s position whose 1st choice is GRE over insulation examined by Mr Laing see Page 

1499 #5-15 of Transcript Chapter 6 General Rules & Procedures – Reconvened Hearing Airport Engine 

Testing Conditions 24-5-2016.  Insulation as “an appropriate alternative to a GRE” is not unilaterally 

supported by Prof Clarke nor Dr Chiles as ANZL counsel attempts to portray. 

 
5.   ANZL counsel have peppered their lengthy closing submission with assertions that a Ground 
Run-up Enclosure is not a viable option for Christchurch Airports Aircraft Engine Testing. [stated pg 
3, para 1.2 9f)] 
 
A sample of ANZL counsel’s misleading assertions: 
 
Pg 25, para 4.12   Mr Day stated: “You get no reduction in the direction of the opening.” 
 
Pg 26, para 4.13   ANZL counsel states:”...residents at Bishopdale or in the rural zones in the general 
direction of the GRE opening would receive no real benefit.” 
 
Pg 26, Para 4.14 ANZL counsel quotes Mr Day:”… that a GRE might mitigate by “2 dBA” or so.” 
 
The Marshall Day Acoustics Map M4a was presented during the Hearings process as requested of Mr 
Day to show Engine Testing Noise Contours (ETNC) comparisons with “Run-up pad enclosure NE 
orientation” in place at Christchurch airport. 
 
The Submitters’ understanding of this Map: clearly shows even in the direction of the opening the 
GRE provides a noticeable reduction of the noise contour area. 
Some easily distinguished and remarkable benefits for residents can be seen on Map M4a: 
 

 Bishopdale area – No ETNCs  (a 50dB ETNC proposed notified). 

 J Sugrue Property and many other properties around Harewood Rd  and between 
Wooldridge & Stanleys Rds – No ETNCs (a 55dB ETNC proposed notified). 

 Harewood School – 50dB ETNC, a reduction of 15dB! (a 65dB ETNC proposed notified).  

 Jessons Rd and Whitchurch Place properties 55dB ETNC instead of 65dB ETNC proposed. 
 

 
Our closing submissions particularly John Sugrue’s of pg7 para 32 provide evidential proof of what’s 
happening in real terms around the globe and shows ample support for GREs in almost all 
conditions: 

- Information from German Company G+H Scallschutz’s 4-sided noise protection hangar (a 
roofed enclosure) with optimum reduction of engine noise, and states the advantages: 
“Noise reduction of up to 30dB” 
“Engine tests can be conducted 24/7 and in almost all wind conditions” 

 
- Information regarding Spirit of St Louis Airports’ Ground Run-up Enclosure built by USA 

Company Blast Deflectors Incorporated and manufacturer states the GRE is designed to 
reduce run-up noise by approximately 15 decibels. St Louis Airport director states: It greatly 
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benefits the community because they won’t be affected by engine run-ups and great a 
benefit for airport operators as they can do engine tests 24 hours a day.  

 
ANZL: In the CCC appendix 2 comparison version pg 32,  Rule 6.1.4.2.9 [A] NMP requirements - ANZL 
have removed the need to focus on a reduction of noise.  Subtmr version requires continuous 
improve and reduction of noise per appendix 6.11.14 Noise management plan para [A] v. (see 
Attachement A of closing submission GV pg20.)  ANZL position here is unacceptable. 
 
 
Summarising ANZL 
The point we wish to make with this sample of examples is simply the level of debate that ANZL 
counsel’s last minute display of enthusiasm for acoustical and GRE expertise would entice. 
 
We are concerned ANZL are now presenting issues that fall into the realms of expert conferencing, 
tabling evidence, rebuttal of evidence, evidence being heard and cross examined, phases of the 
Hearings procedure that they have already comfortably sat through with what appeared to be 
minimal effort. 
 
We recommend that the ANZL’s closing submission of false claims on the Residential submitter 
group’s position, that of our acoustic expert Prof JP Clarke’s position and on an evidential basis, 
particularly GREs, respectfully, should garner little weight and the false claims need to be 
discounted. 
 
 
CCC submission 
 
We in essences agree with CCC’s conclusion [pg 13 3.9 CCC closing submission] that CIAL’s Mr 
Copeland does not provide an economical case that could be used to reject the viability of a GRE. 
 
CCC chapter 6 closing submission part 3   
page 23  point 3.57, 3.58, and 3.59.  
CCC speak about the cost of insulation being more economical than the cost of a GRE. 
 “a.  is very cost effective when compared to a GRE or further restrictions on engine testing.” 
  
This should not be the ONLY cost evaluated to find the cheapest price. What is the cost of sleep 
disturbance and the value of amenity to the residents?  
The view should be to solve the problem now AND for the future. 
The economics of the BPO has not been proven either by CIAL or the CCC.  Refer CCC closing 
submission page 13 /3.9 . “To the extent that CIAL relies on the 
evidence of Mr Copeland as to actual costs and benefits, it is respectfully submitted that his 
evidence should be given little weight. “ 
We have submitted that the effective technology of a GRE has also not be refutable by CCC, CIAL 
ANZL 
A GRE puts no limit on engine testing; It raises the liveability of the whole receiving environment 
both inside dwellings and outside living spaces. 
It does away with a layer of rules and compliance issues and allows for increased engine testing for 
the future. 
It would protect the present and the future from this unreasonable pollution. It would uphold the 
value of adjacent properties 
Acoustic experts have given what they can on GREs and it looks good. 
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But the CCC (nor CIAL nor ANZL)have not fully evaluated the benefits and true costing of a GRE by 
appropriate experts. 
It should not be the community’s responsibility to undertake feasibility studies or commission on an 
on-the ground GRE evaluation.  
It is the responsibility of the council who represent the community to initiate these. 
 
CCC page 30, point 3.83 “If the Panel were however minded to replace the Ldn metric with an  
LAeq metric, the Council submits that 15 minutes should be preferred to 1 hour.  This is because 15 
minutes more closely aligns to the /durations of tests (which therefore prevents against 
consequences of averaging), is the metric recommended by NZS 6802:2008 and is  
used elsewhere in the pRDP.  
Page 43 appendix B  Opt 3 a. Resident’s approach: 
“While the Council agrees that use of an LAeq metric is practicable, Professor Clarke’s suggested 1 
hour period for measurement is not in line with NZ acoustic practice. Under NZS 6802 as revised in 
2008, the standard averaging period is 15 minutes.” 
1stly the Std agreed on by experts was [page 2 point 4.1] NZS 6801:2008 not 6802.   
6802 has explained the time measurement element of Laeq as “shall not exceed 1hour and may 
often be as short as 10 to 15 minutes. The measurement interval should be representative of any 
variations in the sound or sounds of interest, and shall be stated.”[& goes on to explain ] The time 
interval indicated has been found to be appropriate to describe people’s reaction to the intrusive 
sound durations and to comprehend the sound environment of an area. The hourly limit is a 
practical period for averaging and follows overseas practices such as those used for the 
determination of Ldn. 
And so as Prof Clarke emphasised his Laeq(1hr) is the absolute maximum.  We would certainly not 
object to Dr Chiles’ more strict Laeq(15min) if the Panel were minded to accept this. 
 
CIAL – Map 
Some quick observations I have made: 
-there appear to be no occupied dwellings within the 65dB contour…making a mockery of CIALs 
‘investment’ in mitigation under their rules when there will be a ‘Nil’ cost of insulation. 
-Contours appear to be largely within the Airport Operational contours when roughly compared. 
-Retains the unacceptable Ldn 7day metric. 
-It still has the ridiculous 50 dB contour. 
However the wider submitter group have not had a chance to study this map and reach conclusion 
and that it has been supplied on a “without prejudice” basis, so we would request leave for and 
extension of time if there was an expectation for us to make a decision concerning this map. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


